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Man March anniversary follow-up
event that tookplace in
that we were given when we went
to the Movement in October will
be given at this event," he added,
referring to the 10-yearMillion
Carey said that the idea was
created in general discussion with
Bass about "Black Hour," an idea
that would have students travel
the campus, informing large
amounts ofstudents about impor-
tant issues with the use ofa bull-
horn.
"It obviously escalated into
something else," Carey said.
He said that the festival was
attorney general, said that the fes-
tival's purpose is also to"unify
Breckenridge, the sophomore
class president and incoming
according to Carey, who is presi
dent of the A&THistory Club.
founded and organized the festi-
val. The event is a way "to bring
Black folks together for a day to
address some current issues affect-
ing our people right now,"
historically black colleges and uni-
versities and also make them
socially responsible for some
things going on in our communi-
Breckenridge said that informa-
tionabout such issues as the
Voting Rights Act and
Greensboro school closings will
be shared with attendees.
"A lot of the same information
Gibbs, Barnes and
Frazier will close.
'06 classes
Repairs
shuffle
to campus resident.
A police report lists
"internal injuries"
University
suspends
fraternity
in hazing
allegation
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief
career.
The campus chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. has been
suspended for three years, accord-
ing to the Office of Greek Life.
records, states that a 20-year-old
A March 9 incident report,
obtained from campus police
PHOTO BY JEFF SINER/CHARLOTTE OBSERVER-KRT
Students want tojight injustice
TIME' for change
Duke lacrosse player Collin Finnerty (center) walks to the front of the courtroom to begin his preliminary hearingat theDurham County Judicial
Building Tuesday morning, April 18,2006, in Durham, North Carolina. Collin Finnerty along with teammate Reade Seligmann have been arrest-
ed on charges from a March 13,2006 incident involving the alleged rape ofan exotic dancer.
By Mike McCray
Photographer
Almost six weeks after the
alleged rape of an exotic dancer
by Duke Lacrosse players, A&T
students are joining together with
NCCU for positive change.
T.I.M.E. (Taking Initiative
Moving Efficiently) is the brain
talked to some other people and
came up with an idea of trying to
"Originally it started offwith
our campus, based on the Duke
and Central incident, I started
thinking about the whole case
and basically just a whole bunch
of other things," he said. "I
Walls said that the idea for the
organization came from a need to
address the today's problems.
"Wrong is wrong and we're
against that."
race issues
T.I.M.E.'s main concern is not
The biggest thing toremember
about T.I.M.E. is that their cause
isn't race. Walls added that
do something to respond to the
injustices of our day."
child of Curtis Walls and Derrick
Beasley, both members ofthe
Beta Epsilon. Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. The two
hope to form a cohesive unit
between college campuses and
organizations for the cause of jus-
tice in eradicating issues of
inequality in the community
through continued networking
and direct action. See TIME, Page 2
A&T kickboxer goes global
prison and $3,500 fines
arrested and charged with third-
degree felonies relating to hazing.
Under Florida statute, they could
be sentenced to five years in
OnApril 10,five students who
are members ofFlorida A&M's
Kappa Alpha Psi chapter were
Nationwide, 44 states have laws
prohibiting hazing.
report.
investigation or the incident
Lieutenant M. Tillery, the offi-
cer who is listed on the incident
report, declined to give any specif-
ic information regarding the
Punishment, according to the
student handbook, includes crim-
inal prosecution, university disci-
plinary action, and sanctions.
sororities during the intake mem-
bership process."
The university's punishment
for hazing is listed in the student
handbook. The handbook states
that hazing penalties and restric-
tions governing the intake process
are "due to past destructive activi-
ties of several fraternities and
A violation is a Class 2 misde-
meanor.
dent to physical injury as part of
an initiation, or as a prerequisite
to membership, into any organ-
ized school group, including any
society, athletic team, fraternity or
sorority, or other similar group."
North Carolina law defines haz-
ing as: "to subject another stu-
Phone calls and messages left
for JudyRashid, the dean ofstu-
dents, were not returned.
Wilson, the vice chancellor for
student affairs, were not success-
ful.
Attempts to reach Roselle
Greek Life. She said her office,
along with the vice chancellor for
student affairs and the dean of
students, decides the punishment
for fraternities and sororities who
engage in hazing.
"Hazing is something that the
university takes very seriously,"
Robin Campbell said. Campbell
is the director of the Office of
black male campus resident suf-
fered internal injuries during an
initiation. The police report lists
the victim's relationship to the
offender as "frat."
See BOXER, Page 2
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Dedrick "Deejay" Jones traveled to England to compete for the IKF
World Title on April 8. Jones lost in the fifth round.
By Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Reporter
faced and was the biggest under-
dog in his earlykickboxing
Inside of Olympia Stadiumin
England, Jones' opponent was
Jamie Gilbert, the current IKF
English, British and European
Champion. Jones was in front of
the biggest crowd he had ever
"Probably, a year-and-a-half
ago, it went from me and my girl-
friend going to fights, then being
shot over to England for a World
Title," said Jones, who has a 4-2
career record.
match
for the International Kickboxing
Federation's (IKF) Amateur
International Rules Lightweight
World Title. At 5-foot-6 and
competing in the 125-pound
weight class, Jones trained three-
and-a-half hours a day for the
renovation.
"It's not the ideal situation, but
we will have to make it work for a
year," said Doretha Foushee, a
biology professor.
Board of Trustees
honor of Robert H. Frazier, the
former chairman ofthe A&T
built in 1967 and named for an
alumnus who practiced dentistry
in Greensboro. Frazier Hall was
built in 1961 and named in
Gibbs was built in 1926and
was named after the fourth presi
dent ofA&T. Barnes Hall was
Summit. A&T operates the facili-
ty jointly with UNGGreensborb.
The North Campus is the for-
mer site of the N.C. School for
the Deaf, located in Browns
Campus, which is about 20 min-
utes awayfrom A&T's main cam-
pus. In that scenario, A&T would
provide shuttles to transport stu-
dents between the main campus
and the North Campus.
band, might be affected the most
by the renovations. One possibili-
ty, Aldridge said, is to move the
music department to North
The music department, which
includes the A&T marching
Former UNC system President
Molly Broad called Hines Hall
the "poster child" for the $3.1 bil-
lion bond referendum that state
voters passed, which gave A&T
$153.8 millionfor construction.
Hines Hall is not scheduled for
What's down? Gibbs, Barnes
and Frazier halls. Those building
are scheduled tobe renovated
during the summer.
What's up? Thatwould be the
New Science Building. It current-
ly houses the chemistry and psy-
chology departments.
Up, down and all around
might be the best way to describe
next year'sbuildings, classes and
office space for next year.
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief
The biology department will
temporarily move into the third
floor of Hines Hall.
Craig Hall, which currently hous-
es the School of Business.
ment offices. The sociology and
social work department will move
into available office space in
along with the history depart-
The political science and crimi-
nal justice offices will move from
Gibbs Hall into office space in
the New Classroom Building,
Frazier Hall is scheduled to
move its classes and office space
on May 15. Gibbs Hall will move
its offices and classrooms on July
25. Barnes Hall moves July 27.
"Classes will be wherever we
can find space appropriate for the
size of the class," Aldridge said.
"Students will have aharder time
getting classes, I think."
And while those buildings are
closed for repairs, classes will be
distributed all around campus,
according to David Aldridge, the
assistant dean ofthe College of
Arts &. Sciences.
On April 8, Jones traveled to
Liverpool, England to compete
started to put his feet together."
"When he first came in, he
started boxing," Chewning said,
a trainer at Sportsplex Gym in
Kernersville, N.C. where Jones
trains. "He boxed a few matches,
and he didn't do to well. We
idea
Ron Chewning, had another
In this time span, he has won
three championships. Yet, at first
he wanted to compete as a boxer.
His trainers, Frank Price and
one year.
It takes most kickboxers three
years to do what Dedrick
"Deejay" Jones II, a senior print
journalism major, has done in
Good Luck Staff of 2006-07
Sports
Campus News
World/National News,
*5 Arts & Life
g Business
Editorial
2005
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom (336) 334-7700
E-mail: register@ncat.edu
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REGISTERTHE A
Unity festival to be held on campus
April 28,2006
By Jameya Porter
Online Editor
See UNITY, Page 2
kind of like the 'people's' idea
"We (eventually) started calling
it a 'rally' instead because so
many people were talking about
coming. It justkept growing, and
we started talking about enter-
tainment and vendors; and we
just started calling it a festival."
Breckenridge said that the
Chris "Arnari" Bass, Wayne
Carey, Orrin Bynes, Wesley
Morris and Leo Breckenridge are
the three A&T students who
For the first time in history,
A&T will host the first annual
National Black Unity Festival. Washington, D.C last fall
The festival, which will be held
on April 29 inthe Holland Bowl,
from 1-6:30p.m., is the result of
a combinationofvisions.
"I really didn't start growing up
until I got there," he said. "If I
didn't go to Oak Ridge there is
no telling where I'd be right
Jones graduated from Oak
Ridge Military Academy in 1999
At the Academy, Jones got disci-
pline that he would eventually
step into thering with.
"A lot of people want a re-
match because they can't believe
they got beat by this guy," Jones
said.
to train constantly.
Jones said his dad taught him
that to be a contender you have
"For one, he is a natural ath-
lete," Chewning said. "His dad
was a martial artist."
hook.
In addition fighting is in his
"blood." His dad holds a black-
belt in karate.
Price, who has been a trainer
for 15 years, said that Jones has a
great jab, a good straight right-
hand and very-fast natural left
also been East Coast Champion
American Champion and has
now." Ashley Withers
Arts & Life Editor
Jones is currently the North
mously.
Price told Jones that he had
only won about eight. In all reali-
ty he had won 300 fights and was
36 years old. That did not stop
Jones; he won the fight unani-
world title, the K.I.C.K World
Championship. Before he won
this championship, Jones went to
Price. He asked Price how many
matches his opponent had won.
Though, Jones lost the IKF
world title, he holds another
"That's what Deejay is really good
at. He's really good at using the
ring-using his footwork."
"Then the guy, slowly, meticu-
lously chopped his legs from
under him," Chewning said.
round hands down
Jones lost the match in the
fifth round, but showed Gilbert
he was a force to be reckoned
with. Chewning, a pro-boxer,
said that Jones won the first
ons.
"The crowd was overpowering,"
said Jones, who had previously
won three titles. "I'm not being
cocky, but I don'tfight people for
chump change. I don't fight peo-
ple for nothing, I fight champi-
Beasley also shared those senti-
isn't an organization that brings
together many organizations."
"There are organizations that
are made directly to fight injus-
tices," Walls said. "But, there
simply concerned with righting
socialwrong.
In addition to Carey, Bass,
Bynes and Morris, Breckenridge
said thatmembers of the SGA
executive board, Dr. Roselle
Wilson, Dr. JudyRashid, Dr.
Earl Hilton, Denise Iverson-
Payne, Shayla Stevenson and
Ryan Maltese, members of the
History Club helped to organize
Performing music artists will
include A&T's James Woodert,
Torell Taylor, Dwayne Atkins,
William "Blue" Blue, and
Antwan Singletary. Musical
groups Beatnam Vets and
Godisilla also are expected to
perform.
Speakers of the eventwill
include Dr. Joe L. Dudley of
Dudley Cosmetics, SGA
President JustinRamey, Vice
President of InternalAffairs
Arnita Floyd-Moody and various
A&T faculty and administrative
members.
Breckenridge also mentioned
that there woukd be a special seg-
ment of the event created by
Bass, called the "unity hour,"
when each university will have
the opportunity to pledge itself
to this movement.
Live music, spoken word per-
formances, African dance, food
and merchandise vendors, and
various speakers addressing such
topics as "education, economics,
unity, peace, and justice," are
some ofthe many aspects atten-
dees will be able to look forward
to, according to Carey.
"I feel, what better way to
bring it back to the university
thanto have a big event when
the community will come out
and be part of this movement.
Initially, itwas going to be a
'mock movement,' but SGA
wanted to do something where
all ofthe Black college SGAs
across the state could come
together for a BSG (Black
Student Government),"
Breckenridge says.
eventwill also serve as A&T's
follow-up to the Millions More
Movement.
"Black Economics."
Classroom Building Auditorium,
with this year's theme being
Black Student Summity today
from 3-8 p.m. in the New
In addition, the A&T History
Club will be hosting its annual
been informed about it is excited
about attending," Carey says, "so
hopefully we won't disappoint
them in their expectations."
"I think it will be received very
well because anyone who has
Morris said.
"No one's left out! I hope to
build a spirit, not only for our
whole community, but for our
campus-build the campus back
up...build a spirit that's about
the advancement -of our people,"
good."
Morris also says, "For me, if
one heart gets touched, I'm
Morris, a junior history major,
says the aim is to include "differ-
ent people, from every aspect of
the black community and black
culture."
"I've already seen ways to make
itbigger and bigger as years go
on," Breckenridge said.
he said
Breckenridge and Carey said
there are already hopes and plans
to make this eventannual.
cerned, and that we're not only
about Homecoming and Aggie
Fest and walking around the
track, waving to people. Clearly,
we care about what's going on,"
hope to achieve the fact that stu-
dentsknow that SGA is con-
"I hope to achieve conscious-
ness on A&T's campus. I also
Breckenridge said he hopes to
achieve a common sense of com-
radery amongst the HBCUs
own."
"I hope (the festival) is a suc-
cess so that we can make this a
reoccurring thing-an annual
activity. I hope people can take
away from it the fact that we can
get together and put on some-
thing educational and entertain-
ing without trying to get 'big-
named' artists or 'big-named'
speakersthat the people can put
something together on their
the event.
Although T.I.M.E. is lending
its support to NCCU, they main-
tain that they are not on either
side in this argument they are
cause
ports them greatly, and then we
also plan toreach the community
to show that we as young people
in this generation know how to
come together for a common
"We hope to show NCCU that
they have, an HBCU that sup-
The impact T.I.M.E. hopes to
make is substantial.
wanted to send was that both our
schools have a consciousness of
what is going on and we support
each other," Beasley added.
"We wanted to not focus on
making it a black and white thing
but more justice vs. injustice and
I guess the main message we
On Friday, the T.I.M.E.
Coalition will be having a unity
march on the campus of North
Carolina Central University at 10
TIMEcoalition@gmail.com
to e-mail,
you or your organization can join
the T.I.M.E. Coalition, feel free
For more information on how
Ifyou want your organization
to be apart ofT.I.M.E., all you
need is two representatives to go
in for training and meetings and
those representatives will relay
the message back to their group.
under way? That's kind of like
what sparked it (T.I.M.E.), but I
had to mature and realize that
it's bigger than that," he said.
case have taken so long to get
UNOGreensboro. Would the
team had invited over a
Caucasian white female from
"I feel like a lot of demograph-
ics played a key role in the situa-
tion as far as them being a presti
gious Caucasian school...I com-
pared it to if A&T's football
Walls, who is also a football
player at A&T, said thatbeing an
athlete definitely gave him a dif-
ferent perspective on the issues
affecting the Duke Lacrosse play-
ers.
on."
Beasley said, "The last thing we
want to do is for people to go
there and represent T.I.M.E. and
this coalition and misrepresent it
saying ignorant things. We want
to make sure everybody that's
there knows exactly what we're
there for and exactly what's going
Sigma Fraternity Inc., National
Society ofBlack Engineers
(NSBE) and Student Athletic
Advisory Council (SAAC). •
University or Duke or anybody.
Wrong is wrong," he said.
Alpha Fraternity Inc., Phi Beta
Some ofthe organizations join-
ing the T.I.M.E. Coalition's cause
include the SGA, Alpha Phi
won't be so many weeks down
the road. It will be like the next
week and A&T will be up there
supporting NCCU or Shaw
future events, so the next some-
thing big like this happens, it
ments
"This whole T.I.M.E thing is
not just for this event. We plan
to keep it moving forward for
Hey. I just got thispkatt CD.
Wiualtffl?
artsearch paper to do,
Catchvi later,
I san'! mo! Got
Summer Sessions 2006
North CarolinaA&TState UnivKsity
i
(ji! lit dowell i
thispaper. Should
have studied.
1stSession
EiptoreHDiscwcLlcoie!
yWon
Doo'f worry' Youam iwkc that up
rJiat claaand getahead ioSummer
School
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"His skills are close," Price said.
"He is not mentallyready to go
As far as turning pro, Price said
Jones is not ready.
We want you to succeed. That's why we've created an environment that's conducive to
personal and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young we're offering an opportunity
to learn from some of the best talent in the industry. So visit us on campus, or on the Web at
ey.com/us/careers. Whatever's best for you. We're flexible.
Quality In Everything We Do
eyes. She had mild symptoms her
first year in St. Louis. This year
has been far worse.
The seasonal metamorphosis
"definitely is a downer," she said,
Dobegan experiencing allergy
symptoms recendy, a runny nose,
sneezing, itching and burning
Slavin prefers the term "allergic
rhinitis" (runny nose and eyes) to
describe spring allergies, rather
than "hay fever," which is a mis-
nomer. Hay is not a usual cause
of spring allergies, and it does not
cause fever.
played tennis.As a result, I've got
my allergies to deal with."
"It's a shame I can't go outside
and just enjoy the weather," said
Do, 23, a medical student at St.
Louis University. "Last week I
local inflammatory response in
the nose. There also are eye drops
that have similar effects on the
eye.
The next step for the allergy-
weary is to tryprescription medi-
cine, such as a nasal spray. Nasal
sprays contain steroids and other
substances that can reduce the
indoors, that's a big, big help."
"When the symptoms begin,
the windows in the house should
come down and the windows of
the car should be closed," Slavin
said. "If you protect yourselffor
the 10 to 12 hours you're
The first line of defense is to
reduce exposure to pollen.
during a specific season is called
"seasonal allergic rhinitis." When
it occurs throughout the year, it is
called "perennial allergic rhini-
tis." Common year-round allergy
sources are pets, dust mites and
cockroaches.
Allergic rhinitis that occurs
Slavin says the vast majority of
people will respond to a combina-
tion of medication For those who
don't, an antihistamine-deconges-
tant combination, or known as
allergy shots, can be an option.
common.
About one in five area people
suffers from allergies. Allergic
rhinitis, or hay fever, is the most
Most people with sensitivity to
tree pollen will experience symp-
toms once the count hits 1,500
pollen grains per cubic meter of
air, Slavin said.
her nose
seasons. Now she's justblowing,
When Jennifer Do first moved
to St. Louis from Los Angeles two
years ago, she was blown away by
the area's impressive display of
Doctors say a mild winterand
early tree pollination point to a
nasty season ahead.
were extremely sensitive to tree
pollen had problems," he said.
"As of(mid-April), it's really got-
ten profound."
Medicine. "Only people who
The allergy season was fairly
mild until the middle ofApril,
said Dr. Raymond Slavin, direc-
tor ofthe division of allergy at St.
Louis University School of
itchy nose and eyes
Spring allergies are triggered by
the release of tree pollen, which
can bring on sneezing, nasal con-
gestion, a runny nose, and an
By Deborah L. Shelton
KRT
ST. LOUIS-The arrival of
spring is nothing to sneeze about.
Except when the air is saturated
with tree pollen.
And the air is full of the stuff
right now.
Nation & World
Page 3The A<$TBegister
New TV channel breaks color barrier
April 28, 3006
By Colin McMahon
KRT
eyed people who dominate net-
work television. Like most black
Brazilian journalists, actors and
entertainers, Silva believed a
About half of all Brazilians con-
sider themselves black or of
mixed race, but you would never
guess it from all the fair, blue-
because Silva is black
SAO PAULO, Brazil - Adyel
Silva has the kind of face you see
everywhere in Brazil except, until
recently, on television. That's
include and instill pride in those
Brazilians who rarely saw them-
selves on television unless it was
as a maid or a criminal.
Brazil might not be the racial par-
adise many of its residents consol-
ingly consider it. TV da Gente
was not aimed at excluding any-
one, he said. Its goal was to
De Paula took the barbs. But
he and others recruited toTV da
Gente politely suggested that
November, critics accused him of
being racist and divisive, of turn-
ing his back on Brazil's tradition
of racial tolerance and harmony.
Pollen
and its
perils
"I am doing something my
ancestors would love to see, some-
thing they did not dare dream
about," Silva said. "For the first
time, it's possible for young peo-
But a new channel, TV da
Gente, has given Silva her own
show. It has given voice to hun-
dreds of other people of color,
news anchors and singers and
analysts and chefs and musicians
And as ithas grown, TV da
Gente, or Our TV, has forced
Brazil's established networks to
change the way they operate.
reach:
career in television was out of
The road is not easy. When de
Paula launched the network in
For now, that reach is limited.
TV da Gente is available across
Brazil on satellite television. But
free television carries it only in
Sao Paulo, Brazil's biggest city,
and a few other cities. De Paula is
working to bring TV da Gente to
other parts of Brazil.
put up some of the $5 million de
Paula spent to get started. Now,
de Paula said, American and
other foreign investors are dis-
cussing partnerships to expand
the network's programming and
reach.
International investors are
interested. An Angolan company
golden retrievers."
TV da Gente has not only bro-
Now you are seeing all Brazilians
and you see that we are not just
Portuguese. "But all you ever saw
on TV were golden retrievers.
who does not,
"Brazilians are mutts," Silva
said, delineating her own ancestry
as a mix of black African, Dutch,
indigenous Brazilian and
pie who do not have ' the look'
to see themselves on TV."
Smiling broadly, Silva used the
analogy of dog breeds to explain
who has the "thelook" coveted
by the Brazilian networks and
Brazilians have a dizzying array
ofdescriptions for skin color, but
if half the country considers itself
black or a mix of black and other
races, that is more than 90 mil-
lion people. TV da Gente targets
those potential viewers, concen-
trating on the working-class fami-
lies.
ken from traditional program-
ming, it is also offering advertis-
ers a shot at a neglected market,
said Jose de Paula Neto, a break-
out black entertainer who found-
ed TV da Gente late last year.
We believe everyone's more successful in a flexible environment.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct, 22)
Today is an 8 - OK, you can launch now. You'll shootstraighter and get farther than you expected.
Aggie Enterprise participants listen as a workshop facilitator talks about money and spending habits of
women.
Today is a 7 - You're in line for a promotion, a raiseor a more difficult work assignment. It could be all of
the above put together. If you get an offer, take it.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Don't spend the entire day goofingaround, even ifyou feel like it. You need to present a
professional demeanor. Important people are watch-
ing.
Today is a 7 - You can get what you've been seekingDon't be embarrassed to shop in places where the
overhead is low. Find it cheap.
The five workshops, "Get Your
Money Right: Race and Money,"
"SLACC: Student Loans and
Credit Cards," "Women and
Money: An Equal, But Different
Playing Field," "Wall Street 101:
Its Really ThatSimple," and
"Hustle and Flow: The Estate
and Entrepreneurship" are
Group of Charlotte, helped with
the seminars by making sugges-
tions for topics and selecting pro-
fessional speakers.
For this year's event, Maurice
L. Wilson, the senior advisor of
Wilson Wealth Management
Enterprise.
Ramey said he believes Jenkins
would be proud ofwhat has been
done thus far with Aggie
Beginning in October 2005,
Ramey began funding for Aggie
Enterprise. This year's event will
last for five week instead of the
traditional weekend.
some material relevant to their
current financial dealings and to
give them assistance on manag-
ing finances," Ramey said.
"Aggie Enterprise was set up to
provide college students with
co-coordinator.
Continuing to implement
Aggie Enterprise into the yearly
calendar ofevents, 2005-06 SGA
President Justin Ramey serves as
which seeks to increase financial
literacy of students and faculty.
Aggie Enterprise is an event
Established by the Terrance
Jenkins, former 2003 SGA presi-
dent and current BET host,
As a vehicle to educate African
Americans about the importance
ofmoney, investments and ulti-
mate financial awareness, mem-
bers of the SGA presented Aggie
Enterprise, a five-week workshop
during March and April.
According to a study conduct-
ed in 2004 by CNN, women are
spending more money than men
"The information that was
handed out could steer anyone
in the right direction to achiev-
ing their goals," she said.
Pippen has yet to miss a work-
shop. She believes the workshops
thus far have been very benefi-
cial.
"The women were professional
and organized, and they covered
more information than I expect-
ed!" he said. It was good to see
some women doing their thing!"
SGA President Ramey walked
away with expectations fulfilled.
Pippen said she wanted to see
living proof ofsuccessful women
who are willing to encourage oth-
ers to form a goal and go after it.
she said.
know the business aspect too,"
"Women should plan their life
financially as if they are on their
own," she said.
Ramey opened the discussion
of "The Seven B's of Success."
Some steps she said women
should take in order to be suc-
cessful were to be well-funded,
functional and competent.
To address the matterof higher
spending by females, four busi-
nesswomen Tyyawdi Baker,
Aretha Blake, Alethea Ramey,
and Ursula Strong presented the
"Women and Money: An Equal,
But Different Playing Field."
expected to have a good turnout.
they were unmarried just in case
of divorce, separation, disability
Married women were' advised
to plan financial matters as if
"I decided to attend Aggie
Enterprise because if I want to
start my own construction com-
pany. I have to not only know
the construction aspect, I have to
Pippen explained her reasons
for attending the session ofAggie
Enterprise.
or death
Gabrielle Pippen, a freshman
construction management major,
shared her vision during the pres-
entation. She said she hopes to
own a construction company.
"I want to use myconstruction
business to assist others in need
like Habitat for Humanity. I
want to offer homes at an afford-
able price to people in rural areas
who may not be able to afford a
home," she said.
Today is a 6 - There's one way to beat the competi-tion _ win them over to your side. Opposites attract,
and today you're very attractive.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
H horts DudlesuFraterniToday is a 7 - Push yourself past your own best timeWork faster and make more money. Great treasures
can be yours but only ifyou move quickly.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - Recent enterprises have been tiring.Accept encouragement. Let somebody who loves you
reinforce your confidence.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Something you've kept hidden turnsout to be exactly what you need. You had a hunch this
would happen, and it did, eventually.
Today is a 7 - Your curiosity is intense now. You canpartially satisfy itby yourself, but not completely.
Consult a wise older friend.
Pisces (Feb. 19March20)
PHOTO CREDIT: CHEYLAINAKENANDIT
On April 20, members of the Beta Epsilon. Chapter ofAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. participated in an honor-student rally held at Dudley High
School. The fraternity, along with other A&T organizations, presented Dudley's honor students (with a 3.0 GPA or better) with prizes. During the
honor's program, there were step performances, poetry reading, singing, modeling and dancing.
Today is a 7 - Another's generosity is tapped, in yourfavor. Be gracious and accept what you're given. Yes,
you do deserve it.
Vow(Recipe
forSuccess
Catering by
336.370.0426
qreemboro, JVC 27401IS. cEdgewortfi Street
Arts & Life
Horoscope
ZhJiystic
April 28, 2006
Aggie Enterprise educates students
By Larrissa Clavon
Contributor
KRT
By Linda C. Black
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 - You're generally slow at making deci-sions. You find it more comfortable. Today, however,
act quickly on a snap judgment, and you'll do fine.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
PHOTO CREDIT YOLANDALESANE
Today is a 7 - If you have a short attention span,write yourself a note. Use bold colors and big letters,
and put it where it can't be missed. Don't leave any-
thing to chance.
■ Lexus LS and Lincoln LS*
mance vehicles. Some of the al-
phanumeric names underconsidera-
tionwere created from Greekletters,
the periodic table of the elements
and airport codes tocreate a sense of
luxury and uniqueness.
After an hour, the group decided
the name they liked best was Io, the
name of one of Jupiter's moons. The
hypothetical cars were named 106
and 108. One participant, an invest-
mentbanker named TimWilliamson,
said that Io "makes me feel like I'm
sitting ina cockpit inspace."
But Samsara Oberle, who helps
people who have bad credit ratings,
didn't like the names. They made
her think that "I owe $60,000 on this
car orI owe $80,000," she said.
Economics 101
Despite some recent moderation,
textbook-price increases are still
running at twice the rate ofinflation,
Relative price changesby school
year:
■ Lexus RX, Acura RSX X Factors
1993- 95- 97* 99- 01- 03-
94 96 98 2000 02 04
Note: Data aren't seasonallyadjusted
Source: Bureau ofLabor Statistics' Consumer Price Index
Traffic Jam
Cars with similar-sounding names:
to go ahead with the Q7 name. "You
prefer tohave as much exclusivity as
possible, but manyof these combina-
tions are already being used, so it's
becoming more difficult to find
emptyspace," Mr. Collins says.
Right now, at least 22 of the al-
phabet's 26 lettersare used innames
ofluxurycars sold in theU.S. Among
the letters ingreat demand areS and
Z, says Edward Saenz, a naming
consultantwhose clientsinclude Nis-
san. The two letters are used for
someof the mostcoveted cars on the
road, such as the Mercedes-Benz S-
Class sedan and the BMW Z4 road-
ster. Neither S nor Z, however, can
compete withX, whichis used to des-
ignate about two dozen vehicles-
Cadillac's SRX, Jaguar's X-Type,
Volvo's XC-90 SUV, not to mention
Lincoln, Acura andBMW SUVs.
The poor letters hardly anybody
wants touse, notes Mr. Saenz, are 0,
P, U andY. These letters don'tconjure
up compelling images, and they are
seen as too ordinaryfor upscale cars,
Mr.Saenz says. The lettersB, F andN
also have weaknesses, Mr. Saenz
The spat is justone of themostre-
cent flare-ups in thebattle auto mak-
ers are waging over an increasingly
important but limitedresource-the
26 letters of the alphabet.
By Gina Chon
DETROIT-At
the Detroit
auto show in January,
product-planning employ-
ees from the Acura divi-
sion of Honda Motor Co.
checked out a new Lincoln
sport-utility vehicle. But it wasn't
the Lincoln's jeweled grille or
panoramic moon roof that caught
their eye. It was theLincoln's three-
letter name, MKX, which struck
Honda as awfully similar to MDX,
the name of an Acura SUV.
Shortly after the show, Acura
fired off a letter to Ford Motor Co.,
Lincoln's parent, demanding that it
drop the MKX. When Ford refused,
Acura filed a lawsuit, accusing the
American auto maker of trademark
infringement.
Spellbound
name.
Plans to name a
CadiUac the CLR
were dropped
because there is a
bathroom cleaning
product ofthe same
For decades auto makers pre-
ferred to give comprehensible names
to their cars. To lend an air of pres-
tige, Lincoln called its top-of-the-line
model the Town Car. Cadillac was al-
ready playing that game,withmodels
including the DeVille and Eldorado.
But in the past several years, car
companies, particularly luxury auto
makers, have favored combinations
ofletters andnumbers, like the BMW
X5 and Lexus LS 450. Their thinking
is that this builds the image of a
wholebrand, not justone model.
But witha finitenumber of letters
available, and someof them way sex-
ier than others, car makers find it
more and more difficult to think up
letter combinations they can call
their ownand that haven'tbeen taken
byproducts in otherindustries.
Take the letter M. Daimler-
ChryslerAG's Mercedes-Benzusesit
for its MLClass SUV. BMW AG's
Last year, Infiniti was on the
other end ofa dispute over the letter
Q. Since 1989, Infiniti has had a
sedan called the Q45, and for a long
time was alone. "We liked the shape
of the letter," says Jack Collins, vice
president of product planning for
Nissan North America and a mem-
ber of the global naming committee.
"We thought it was unique and had
more presence than other letters."
But then, Volkswagen AG's Audi
unit named a new SUV the Q7, tak-
ing the letter from its "quattro" all-
wheel drive technology. Nissan filed
a lawsuit against Audi, though the
two eventually reached an out-of-
court agreement thatwill allowAudi
high-performance models are the
M3, M5 andM Roadster. Infiniti, the
luxury unit of Nissan Motor Corp.,
calls itsperformance sedan the M45.
But earlier this year, when Infiniti
ran commercials in Canada trumpet-
ing that a new M is coming, BMW
filed a lawsuit that said Infiniti's use
of the M in the commercial could
cause confusion with BMW's M se-
ries. AfederalcourtdeniedBMW's re-
questfor an injunction tostop theads,
but BMW will have a chance to make
its case for trademark infringement
at a trial in October. Nissan's Cana-
dian division said it "intends to con-
tinue to vigorously defend its use of
M" inreferring to Infinitivehicles like
theM35andM45.
The X in Lincoln's new MKX
stands for crossover, an industry
term used to describe a new wave of
lighter and more fuel-efficient SUVs.
As for Acura, the name MDX
doesn'thave any meaning. The com-
panyjust likes the way the combina-
tion sounds, officialssaid.
Ford and Honda settled their dis-
pute outof court about a month ago.
The full terms weren't disclosed, but
Ford has registered the trademark as
the "Lincoln MKX" and not by the
three letters alone. The companies
believe thiswill keep consumers from
confusing theMKX and the MDX.
Carmakers haverun intosimilar
problems with real alphanumeric
names. Cadillac was originally plan-
ning on naming the XLR convertible
CLR to stand for Cadillac Luxury
Roadster. Then it realized that there
was a bathroom cleaning product of
thesame name. MR2 is thename ofa
two-seat sports car made by Toyota.
But pronounced by a French
speaker, the name can sound like a
common French vulgarity. So in
France, thecar is named CoupeMR.
Lincolnbegan mulling letterslast
Junewhen the companywasputting
together a turnaround plan for the
brand. Lincoln decided toconvert its
vehicles to letter combinations. "We
were in a situation where people
were saying, 'We drivea Town Car,'
and we wantpeople to say, 'We drive
a Lincoln,'" says Sara Tatchio, aLin-
coln spokeswoman.
says. B, for example, connotes second
class, as in plan B, orB-list. N means
"no." F is the letter for failure, not to
mention theF-word. Still, each is at-
tachedto at least one model: the Sub-
aru B9 Tribeca and InfinitiF45 SUVs,
andAcura's NSX sports car.
On a recent rainy afternoon, a
group of consumers gathered at Mr.
Saenz's offices for a mock focus
group to demonstrate how the
agency comes up with alphanumeric
names. Mr. Saenz asked attendees to
choose the names they liked best for
two hypothetical luxury perfor-
Give Nod
Recruiters
To Podcasts
Odds & Ends
U.S. consumer-confidence levels
improved in April to a nearly four-
year high as consumers took heart
from the healthy state of the labor
market. "Improving present day
conditions continue to boost con-
sumers' spirits," said Lynn Franco,
who leads the Conference Board's
Consumer Research Center. "Re-
cent improvements in the labor mar-
ket have beena major driverbehind
therise in confidence in early2006,"
she added. ... Former Enron Corp.
ChairmanKenneth Lay took thewit-
ness stand at his criminal trial in
Houston, where he blamed the en-
ergy company's December 2001 col-
lapse ondeceitfulunderlings, hostile
stock traders and damaging news
coveragebyThe WallStreet Journal.
By JayHershey
EBay Tests Site
With Set Prices
EBay began the "preview phase"
of its new "Express" site, a move
that puts the online auctioneer in
more direct competition with Web
retailers such as Amazon.com.
The Express site has only fixed-
price items. Customers see new
items in their initial search results;
they have the option of viewing used
ones with one mouse click. EBay
wants to grab a share of customers
who know exactly what item they
want and don'tdesiretochase after it
in an auction setting. The company
also wants to attract customers who
are intimidatedby thecore eBay site.
The preview phase of Express
will last several weeks, with the
company continuing to gather user
feedback and making changes dur-
ing that time.
Professors argue that their acad-
emicfreedomcouldbe jeopardized if
they werecompelled tochoose books
based partially onprice.
A2005 GovernmentAccountabil-
ity Office investigation found that
textbook prices have increased at
twice therate ofinflation during the
past two decades.
give students the option of buying
books without additional materials
such as workbooks and CD-ROMs.
The U.S. House, meanwhile, has
passed legislation that includes
stepsbeing discussed by states.
Such efforts are meeting resis-
tancefrom publishers and somepro-
fessors. "We understand the desire,
but it is very difficultto legislate how
media will be prepared, designed
and disseminated in a free-enter-
prise system," said a spokesmanfor
the Association for American Pub-
lishers. He added that states are
barred from interfering with inter-
state commerce and that book pub-
lishers are protected by the First
Amendment.
Editor's Note: The Campus Edi-
tionissue for May21 will be last of the
current academic year. We will re-
sumepublishing the weekofSept. 11.
How to contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
AT COLLEOEJOURNAL.COM
• Tips for snagging a sweet summerjob.
• Resume bloopers that can derailyour interviewprospects.
Cost of Textbooks
Draws Scrutiny
College students protesting high
textbook prices are finding new al-
lies: state and federal lawmakers.
Virginia and Washington have
enacted laws designed to make text-
books more affordable, and lawmak-
ers have introduced similarbills in
10 other states. The Virginia law di-
rects public universitiesto urge pro-
fessors to be aware of book prices
and discourage themfromswitching
tonewer, more expensive texts that
don't differ substantially from the
older ones. The Washington law or-
ders state universities to promote
textbook-buyback programs and to
In August 2001, the Justice De-
partment opened antitrust investi-
gations into twoof thefirst legal mu-
sic services, which were owned by
the same corporations that then
owned the major music companies.
MusicNet was a jointventure ofAOL
Time Warner Inc., Bertelsmann AG
and EMI. Pressplay was owned by
Sony and Vivendi. After receiving
documents from the music compa-
nies that appeared to showthey had
mechanisms in place to avoid con-
flicts that might have been created
by their dual roles as owners and
suppliers to the online services, the
Justice Department closed that in-
vestigation at the endof2003.
But the U.S. District Court in San
Francisco found that those filings
were rife with omissions and mis-
leading statements, and ordered
EMI and Universal to deliver more
complete documentation. Universal
saidit would appeal; EMI called the
ruling "mistaken."
Discount Airlines
Losing Their Edge
Low-cost airlines are raising
theirprices-in some cases, making
their fareshigher than those offered
by traditionalcarriers.
Carriers including JetBlue Air-
ways, Southwest Airlines, Spirit Air-
lines and AirTran Holdings Inc., cit-
ing rising fuel costs and the introduc-
tion of more high-end perks, have
been steadily boosting prices in re-
cent months. Traditional airlines,
meanwhile, have been moving into
the low-cost carriers'routes and copy-
ing theirsimplified fare structures.
The result: low-costcarrier fares
are no longer always the cheapest.
Spirit Airlines' cheapest round-trip
fare (before taxes and fees) between
New York's La GuardiaAirport and
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., now tops US
Airways'-a $148 sale fare compared
with $138. On flights between the
Washington, D.C., area and
Chicago, Americanhas a fare of$197
(including taxes) compared to $232
for Southwest (that's for round-trip
travel between May 12andMay 17).
Summer fare increases are a rit-
ual, and higher oil prices have led to
the return of fuel surcharges. Still,
the fare changes are the latest win-
dow onto the shifting fortunes of
many of the low-cost carriers. Indeed,
from increased delays tomalfunction-
ing seat-back TVs, low-cost carriers
are starting to run up against eco-
nomic troubles at the same time that
many traditionalcarriers are finally
expected to return to profitability.
Big Music Firms
Dealt a Legal Blow
A federal court ruling highlights
thepressure global music companies
face on multiple fronts overwhether
they collude to set wholesale prices,
particularly toonline services.
The U.S. District Court in San
Francisco found that two of the big
four music companies, VivendiUni-
Universal Music Group and
EMI Group, deliberately misled fed-
eral investigators by obscuring the
degree to which they sought-and
gained-information about their
competitors' pricing agreements
withonline music services.
If appeals on the ruling fail, the
music companies could be hurt in
their efforts to fend off legal investi-
gations and a consumer lawsuit, all
of which are focused on alleged pric-
ing collusion.
• How some young entrepreneurs
aim to skip the corporate ladder.
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal- in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
WALL STREET JOURNAL.
Podcasts will help a"job descrip-
tion come alive," says Daniel Finni-
gan, general managerof HoUobs, a
unit of Yahoo Inc. Mr. Finnigan ex-
pects podcasts to lead to audio and
video job listings available on
portable devicessuch as iPods.
The goal: to influence the career
choices of students who are tough to
reach and want "instant, on-the-go
information," says Ashish Singh,
Bain's managingpartner inIndia.
Pleased with the results, Bain
plans to expand its use Ofpodcasts to
more universities and other coun-
triesnext year.That willput the firm
on the leading edge ofwhat may be
an emerging trend in recruiting, as
employers tap a popular new tech-
nology to reach young job seekers.
Others, too, are experimenting
with podcasts-audio programs
posted on the Internet that can be
downloadedontopersonal computers
or portable music players. Colleges
such as Georgetown University, the
University of Florida and Mansfield
University of Pennsylvania now use
them as recruiting tools. The Urban
Land Institute, a nonprofitresearch
group, recently released the first of
nine "Careers in Real Estate"" pod-
casts. Online-recruiting site
Hotlobs, meanwhile, is teaming with
staffing firm Robert Half Interna-
tional Inc. to produce podcasts with
job-search and career-development
tips. The first products of the collab-
oration are expected by June.
"I think it is a great idea," said
Peter Weddle of Weddle's LLC, a hu-
man-resource research and publish-
ing firm based in Stamford, Conn.
Podcasts are "very proximate, very
immediateand definitelymoreeffec-
tive than the traditionalemails," he
says.
The 20-minuteaudio programwas
partBainadvertisement and part in-
terview-preparation guide for stu-
dents. It featured three Bain execu-
tives talking about the firm, which
plans toopen its firstmajor office in
India inJuly, as well as an alumna of
the institute who works in Bain's
London office.
ByAman Singh
Global
consulting firmBain&
Co. typically relies on exec-
utive visits, brochures,
DVDs and its Web site to re-
cruit management students.
This year, Bain deployed a
new and unusual tool to attract stu-
dents at the Indian Institute ofMan-
agement: apodcast.
Business
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For Luxury Cars: ALife ofLettersWhat's News-
InBusiness andFinance
■ Acura's MDX, Lincoln's MKX
What You Need To Succeed
Auto Makers Discover
Alphabet HasLimits;
TheFight OverMKX
■ Audi Q7/Q5(left), Infinitl Q45(right)
M Infiniti M35/M45, BMW's M3/M5
S series, Jaguar's S Type
■ Mercedes's S-Ctass, Audi's
Emily Harris
Faculty Adviser
By David Rose
A few words
from those
movin' on
None ofthem could ever truly
understand and feel what it's like
being a real kid like that ofa
baby ofthe '80s and child ofthe
'90s!
Sheesh...children today are so
deprived...
the Woods. Make New Friends.
Are You Sleeping/ Frere Jacques?
Itsy Bitsy Spider. Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star. Mary Had a
Little Lamb. Pattycake. Ten
Little Piggies. This Old Man,
Toys 'R' Us. Chucky Cheese
The night before Christmas.
Christmas morning. Trick-or-
Treat! Happy Birthday! Easter
baskets. Easter egg hunting. The
Tooth Fairy. First day of school.
Disneyland. Now I know my
ABCs...next time, won'tyou sing
with me...
Guess Who? Go Fish!
Connect Four. Candy Land.
Uno. Sorry. Clue. Operation
Crocodile Dentist. Chutes &.
Ladders. Scrabble. UpWord.
Monopoly. Battleship. Life.
Donkey Kong. Nintendo. Sega
Genesis. Game Boy. Atari.
Jenga. Pick-Up Stix. Jax &. mar
bles. Play-Doh. Nickelodeon
Gak. Creepy Crawlers. Stretch
Armstrong. Fisher-Price. Legos.
Oregon Trail. Power Wheels.
HotWheels. Training wheels.
Tricycles. Roller skates. Barbie.
Cabbage Patch Kids. Crayons.
Coloring books. Rubik's Cubes
Hacky-Sacks. Easy Bake Oven.
Super Soakers. Teddy Ruxpin.
My Buddy. Polly Pocket. G.I.
Joe. Super Mario Bros. Duck
Hunt. Sonic the Hedgehog.
Walk Mans. Boom Boxes
Freeze tag. TV tag. Duck-
duck-goose. Hide-and-go-seek.
Dodgeball. Tetherball. Naptimc
Recess. Four square. Jumprope.
T.G.I.F. Family Matters. Full
House. Dinosaurs. Step By Step.
Hangin' with Mr. Cooper. Saved
by the Bell. Wonder Years. Boy
Meets World. Ghostwriter.
Nickelodeon (Rugrats. Doug,
Ren &. Stimpy. Ahh! Real
Monsters. Rocko's Modern Life
All That. Are You Afraid of the
Dark?. Eureka's Castle. David
Slap bracelets. JustFor Me!.
D.A.R.E. The GingerbreadMan
Scratch-and-sniff stickers.
The Little Engine That
Could. Charlotte's Web.
Curious George. Dr. Seuss. Are
You My Mother? The Cat In the
Hat. Green Eggs and Ham. The
ABC Book. The Bernstein Bears
Alexander and the Terrible, -
Horrible, No
iHB Good, Very Bad
IB Day. James and.t 11 the GiantPeach.
JH The Tortoise and
«H the Hare. Where's| Waldo?
Cinderella.
™ The Lion King.
The Little
Mermaid. Beauty
and the Beast. 101 Dalmations.
Bambi. Aladdin. Pochahontas.
Mulan. All Dogs Go to Heaven.
The Lady and the Tramp. Snow
White 6k. the Seven Dwarfs. Toy
Story
Chinese jumprope. Skip-It.
Hand games (Slide. Miss Mary
Mack. Miss Sue. Down-Down
Baby). The swings. The jungle
gym. The monkey bars. The
Merry-Go-Round. The sand-
box. Sandcastles. Mud pies.
Hammer pants. Nano
Babies, Tamagotchi's, and T
Gigapets. Beanie Babies. Pogs JAMEYA
and slammers. Jelly shoes.
High-top fades. Hair barretts.
The Cabbage Patch. The
Running Man. The Butterfly.
The Macarena. The Tootsie Roll
Reeboks. Air Jordans. Chuck
Taylors. Friendship bracelets
Over the River and Through
Bus. Captain Planet. He-Man.
The Care Bears. The Smurfs.
The Muppet Babies. The
Flintstones. The Jetsons. Fraggle
Rock. Beetlejuice. Bobby's
World. GoofTroop. Tale Spin.
What's New, Scooby-Doo?
Sesame Street. Lambchop's
Play-a-Long. The Elephant Show.
Mister Rodger's Neighborhood.
Reading Rainbow. Pee-Wee's
Playhouse. Bill Nye, the Science
Guy. Where In the World Is
Carmen Sandiego?
Bubblegum Tape. Candy
Necklace. Push-Pops. Blow Pops
Ring Pops. Pop Rocks. Pixy Stix,
Fun Dip. Boston Baked Beans.
Lemonheads. JawBreakers.
Smarties. Sugar Daddy. Wax
Lips. Charms. Gobstoppers.
Sweet Tarts. Bottle Caps.
Lunchables. Graham Crackers.
Gushers. Fruit Roll-Ups. Fruit-
by-the-Foot. Squeezit. Capri
Sun. Hi-Ci.
the Knome. Solute Your Shorts.
Hey, Dude!. Wienerschnitzel.
Pete &. Pete. Clarissa Explains It
All. The Secret World ofAlex
Mack. Keenan & Kel. Welcome
Freshmen. Double Dare. Wild
& Crazy Kids. G.U.T.S. Global
G.U.T.'S. What Would You Do?)
California Dreams. Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers. VR
Troopers. Small Wonder. Sister,
Sister. Smart Guy. Out of this
World. Doogie Howser, M.D.
The Facts of Life. The Cosby
Show. A Different World. Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air. The Mickey
Mouse Club. Batman. The
Muppets. Hang Time. Punky
Brewster. Blossum.
Transformers. Darkwing
Duck. Inspector Gadget. Alvin
&. The Chipmunks. Chip 'n
Dale Rescue Rangers
Ghostbusters. Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles. DuckTales. Tiny
Toon Adventures. Animaniacs.
Looney Toons. The Magic School
The countdown
the women of the
house were not out
of the bathroom, I
was going to bust
the door down.
started immediate-
ly.
Hey, I didn't make these stories
up. The stuff actually happened.
I can live with that
I didn't always know what I was
doing, and I wasn't always sure I
was doing the right thing.
But I tried to do my job the
right way. And, even though I
wasn't always successful in doing
my job, these new scars - emo-
tional, mental, and physical - are
proof that I tried.
As a student-journalist, I tried
to report the news - "good" or
"bad." Some of the stories I
wrote, such as the accused 9/11
mastermind who graduated from
here, the firing of the cheerlead-
ing coach, and the volleyball
coach's decision to "pursue some
other options," put me on some
Aggies' "bad" side.
ment officers, expectations, and
much, much more, I earned a
new set of scars.
In my line ofwork, I regularly
hear things that make me raise
my eyebrows
When I do, there is a small
indention that shows between
my worry lines. It starts from
the middle of my forehead and
curves up and over my left eye.
It's one of the Roberts' family
favorite oral traditions - how I
got that scar. The story gets told
about twice each year.
I was three or four years old.
My family - my mom, dad, and
older sister - were living in a
small house in Elizabeth City,
behind my grandmother.
Mom was giving my sister a
bath while I roamed around the
house with my hard-plastic,
bright-red firemen's helmet on
I tried to open the bathroom
door, but it was locked. I tried
again a few minutes later, but it
was still locked.
So, I made an announcement:
I was going to count to 10, and if
My mother, when she tells the
story, says she heard a loud
"thud" outside ofthe bathroom,
Unlike the cartoons, the door
in our house held firm. I was the
one that wentdown.
Aside from knocking me
unconscious, the impact cracked
After I counted to 10, I backed
up as far as I could from the
bathroom door (which wasn't
very far away) and took off, full
speed ahead.
had Roberts trom w**hingTcartoons all day, 1
knew for a fact that
to break through a door, all you
had to do was get a really fast
running start.
Trying to balance schoolwork
withreal-life work, tough profes-
sors, unreasonable deadlines,
resources, secretive administra-
tors, tight-lipped student govern-
crashingcomputers, a lack of
I have obviouslyproven the
doctorwrong, some people say.
Draw your own conclusions.
Studying for a Spanish test
recendy, I stopped and reflected
on my time here at "T," especially
my years working for the Register.
It reminds me ofwhen I tried
to go head-first through the bath-
room door.
I woke up - briefly - while thefamily was transporting me to the
hospital to get examined.
It turns out I wasn't seriously
injured. I had a concussion, but
my brain didn't suffer any perma-
nent damage.
my plastic fireman's helmet in
two pieces. The indention that
remains on my forehead is where
the helmet split.
Fueling the fire 2: Controlling the flames
of a prerequisite. We should analyze the ways
in which we want tobe viewed before we take
to action and receive critical evaluations from
Being of sound mindand body, I hereby leave my books and studies
to everyone left at A&T. To my li'l cUz/ sista Sheena Monroe, I leave
my ability to select the easiest professors for each course. To DUBBS I
leave you the ability to handle one more semester. To li'l sista Monica I
leave my drive and ability to prioritize. To my professors, advisors,
mentors, and especially Ms. Gray, I leave my deepest gratitude for all of
your guidance and support. And finally to everybody else I leave my
"KILLA DRESS GAME," from thuggedout to grown. Last but not
least AGGIE PRIDE!
MJAndrews
I, JenniferKennedy, being ofsound mind and body, hereby leave all
of my many hours in the union (Second Home) to the union staff. I
leave stress in the SUAB office to the new e-board. I leave laughter at
the front desk to Star, Desire, John, Jenny, and Ash. I leave late nights
cutting patterns to Constance 6k Ash. I will leave bad roommates, and
boyfriends behind. I leave my memories of the old campus: DW
Trailer for a cafe, Old Scott, late nights on the strip. I will miss A&T,
but not that much. 1 am out!
Shannon Jones: To Brittany Wyatt I leave my map because you
know I will find you wherever you go! Kissy and CoCo I want to leave
you a chain because I want to be linked to you guys forever. As for my
magnificent LS's I leave my hand just in case you ever need one to
hold. For everyone that I have come in contact with I leave my LOVE,
so if I don't talk to you anymore or see you anymore, I wantyou to
know that you will always and forever be a lasting print in my sand.
GOOD LUCK,
2006 GRADS
dent leadership. In doing this we satisfy the
alumni, the staffand ourselves.
Alma Matter, and the rich tradition of stu-
We need to brainstorm a solution to the
social division that exists between ourselves
and the colleges and universities ofthe greater
Greensboro area for the sake of development.
In doing so we will broaden our network as
well as our resources. If you pay close atten-
tion you'll see how it has already been done,
let us take a look at Nxlevel Entertainment.
We must realize that mentoring is possibly
the most important aspect of being an Aggie,
Understand that we must first grow within
ourselves, and then move to assist our family
and community, all in small steps towards
changing the world
The library is our STARGATE, taking us
on journeys through space and time with the
unlimited resources which are available. I
encourage us all to experience this road less
traveled so that we may speak for more than
just ourselves when we open our mouths.
Hope has never been lost for our Aggie gen-
eration, but our direction has been somewhat
skewed. Our flaws branch from our lack of
communication and ill receptive manner. We
must all rise and challenge ourselves daily to
get in the state of mind which is comfortable
for us but, equally importantly, suitable with-
in society. It is imperative that we first
approach the issues which existwithin our
own world before we move to stroke our
brush upon life's easel
I have attempted to open the eyes of my
peers through raising your brow via journalis-
tic homicide. The honorable Dr. Cornell
West relayed a message during think tank of
dying daily. I have reasoned that someone
needed to step up and allow Aggies to see our
true selves so that we maykill ourbad habits.
The purpose of Part I was not to anger you to
a point ofquestioned credibility but one of
possible solution. I have acted as a composi-
tion of those persons, places, ideals and ideas
which have opened my eyes, heart and mind
so that I may observe such discrepancies; but
many of you have overlooked this crucial
point in Part I. I understand that there is no
limit to the knowledge that we maypossess
and the progress that we may achieve, but it is
our job to get into the state of mind oflead-
ers. And now I hope that during your club
using my name during your analysis, but
meetings and class sessions you refrain from
instead brainstorm ways to interpret my mes-
sage and breath life into a movement dedicat-
ed to social change.
I know we have heard this a thousand times
but 'there are no stupid questions', you need
to know the full extent ofnew ideas before
come to that resolve. Keep in mind that
you judge the idea or the person who has
knowledge and wisdom has no age or gender
therefore we must respect the word of even
our most unlikely peers
I have come to the resolve that the stereo-
types will not cease, norwill the analysis with
regards to 'Greek Life'. These things are a part
ofcollege life, but please understand that the
underlining theme's of 'the Greeks' are lead-
ership, service and humanitarianism.
I reiterate that leadership, service and
humanitarianism are the thin thread that
holds together the 'Divine Nine' and we must
realize that once this thread is hard pressed
the national chapters of each organization will
consider pulling undergraduate chapters.
We have shot ourselves in the foot as Aggies
by expressing our AGGIE PRIDE and refus-
ing to understand its history. I challenge us to
gain knowledge of our schools history, the
our peers
Let us not forget that regardless of individ-
ual background the world will not succumb to
ill mannered individuals. We must look inside
ourselves in search of that seed ofrespect that
our elders have embedded within us.
We, as men ofthis illustrious institution, as
Aggie Kings mustsee that our role is to
honor, respect, foster emotionless change and
model for those generations to come. We
must respect our women even when they fail
to respect themselves. A boy is associated with
immaturity, we are college men.
It is imperative that our Aggie Queens real-
ize the stipulations that they have incurred as
young women, African American woman, and
African American women at an HBCU. I
want you to think ofthe one person in your
life who influences you, that person who
makes you smile in the midst of trouble. I
wantyou to think ofthis person before you
do anything that you feel is risky. I ask that
you practice patience in selecting a significant
other, keeping in mind that it was only in the
last generation that college relationships devel-
oped into life long companionships.
We must respect the privacy of those indi-
viduals who are inroles of popularity and
leadership. Realizing that they too are here in
order to experience a healthy college life.
We must approach inconsistency with an
open mind for we are all guilty of it. We need
to practice moderation in all aspects; this is a
key to survival.
Immaturity is an improper term used to
describe college scholars, for we are all imma-
ture to some extent. We must attempt to
choose the events in which we attend wisely,
for the term apathy could be eliminated with
relations to our student body ifwe attended
only those programs in which we expressed
true interest
There is a misconception that leaders can
not party and have fun, this is untrue. It is
important that we keep the balance ofwhat
we need and what we want. All Aggies must
learn to master this balance in order to sur-
vive ort campus and in the 'real world'.
We must search within ourselves to find
that drive which pushes us to want to know in
all entireties the answers to life's questions
This quality will move us to comprehend
things we never imagined'possible
Knowledge of those persons who lead is
extremely important/primarily during times
of change. We must keep in mind that
although popularity will always play a part, we
need to possess some knowledge of who it is
that we support
I have been told that situations dealtwith
from a point of understanding receive the
best results. Although this is true, as students,
we must respect those persons in places of
authority with an open mind as to their role
and the way in which they carry out their
duties
While it is obvious that our leaders are sin-
cere in their platforms for leadership we must
keep our eyes opened for those with ulterior
motives. I reiterate, know your candidate for
leadership and know them well.
We have come from a people of stories told
and messages relayed; let us keep this fact in a
positive connotation. Let us insure that we
spread knowledge and not false rumors
Self marketing overpowers perception in all
aspects of social development; it is somewhat
I must first recognize those readers who
were offended or even lost as to the purpose
of this article's prerequisite. In the case of
both articles it is imperative that you analyze
them in their entirety. In clearing the air I
iterate that the stereotypes, facts, thoughts &.
realities stated were not your shortcomings
but areas in which we, as Aggies, have room
for improvement. I come to you again in the
same manner as before, but enlightened by
the anger, confusion misunderstanding and
appreciation from the student body with
regards to my initial publication. For this rea
son I bring to you possible solutions to the
problems that we see, but beware again... you
may be slightly disturbed:
Too bad, today's children missed the good 4ol days
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practices fun?
A&T?
forgotten
Ignasiak: What doyou think of the facilities at
I know what its like when I played and I haven't
Lee Fobbs: It is a game. Sometimes we as coaches
and fans, we tend to forget that at this level. In my
mind, in this coaching at this level, the interest level
has to be exciting to them. It can't be drudgery to
them. Hey Darrick, I am a former player myself.
Ignasiak: This year you will be offensive coordina-
tor and head coach. How will you combine both of
them better.
can kind ofhelp (improving facilities) by winning
football games. Notthat I am putting pressure on
myself, but hey that's the game. That's the way it is.
That's part of it. Our facilities are great, but I want
Chancellor that's leaving here. I am still shooting
for the sky and get better and better. I think we
Fobbs: The (facilities) are great. I am like the
those roles?
Ignasiak: Offensive Lineman Derek Sutton said
that you work outwith them on the field and in
had, you have to make the transition to do that and
is paperwork. Through the experiences that I've
Fobbs: When I'msitting here behind this desk, it
do that?
the weight room, how do you get the mentality to
my mind is always locked in on the X's and O's.
The administration part I've delegated a lot of du-
ties to the assistant coaches Fobbs: I'd love to give everything tobe out there
players, what do you have to say about that?
Ignasiak: Your staffhas been praised so far by your
to walk and jog.To me the time that I have with
playing. I just love the game. But I still like, at my
age to work out a little bit. I'll get in thereand kids
will be working out and I'll lift a little bit. I love
PHOTO BY SHERRY LEWIS
Final Exams!!
GoodLuck on
My girlfriend (Makiba D. Vincent) and I attending a probate at Winston-Salem
State University last week.
myself,walking, jogging and lifting. It clears my
mind. It helps me thinkand a play caller has to
have that time for within himself. People just can't
be constantlytalking to him. He has to play the
game within his mind and you have to play it over
and over.
Fobbs: When I was sitting here putting thisstaff
together, I was looking for good people, family
people. Second thing: outstanding teachers. I did
not wantto recycle the coaching fraternity. I was
lookingfor guys that I knew a lot about that I could
stand and talk about and I know itwill be done the
The end of the year is here and my time at "The A&T Register" has come
to an end after two years. I would like to thank theDepartment of Jour-
nalism & Mass Communications for their support and allowing me to
serve the university. I've seen changes made in our athletic programs to
ensure growth. We have come a longway since I arrived here in 2002, with
new buildings as the campus is headed toward the right direction. To the
members offthe newspaper staff, I love you guys!!! We all have the type
ofbond that will carry into life after this college thing is over. Erica has
fussed me out so much this year, but I love that girl to death. Mike McCray
is a cool dude... pause, that has always been there when I needed a photo
or an article. Oh yeah, I'll get that PS2 gameback to you before graduation
homie!!! I swear that Chad Roberts is more of a father figure than a friend,
I can talk to him about anything and feel better afterwards. If I left anyone
out, I apologize, but this is my farewell and I'm greatful for the experience
whileat A&T.
The A&T Register
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Questions persist about house used by Bush family
By Jason Cole
KRT
been living at the home since
lastyear. Michaels purchased the
home inApril 2005, shortly after
it was built.
Neighbors of Bush's family
members said the family had
NCAAspokesman Kent
Barrett declined to say whether
the matter would be subject of
an investigation, but said a probe
can be triggered in a number of
ways, including media reports.
AttorneyBrianWatkins, who
said he has represented Michaels
for eightyears, did not respond to
questions about whether he had
been in talks with Cornwell over
the occupancy of the home.
After Bush chose to have
veteran marketing agent Mike
Ornstein handle thatpart of his
business and then chose agent
JoelSegal to handle his contract,
Michaels was left out.
tacted Tuesday, Smith declined to
discuss the matter. When asked
specifically about Michaels, Smith
said: "I'm not going to go there. I
have nothing to say about it."
New Era Sports 6k Entertain-
mentwas incorporated on Nov.
23, 2005 by Los Angeles attorney
Phillip M. Smith. When con-
Caravantes
client.A differentsource said
Michaels and Lake had talked to
Attorney David Cornwell,
who represents Bush, declined
to comment despite numerous
calls from The Miami Herald.
Cornwell agreed Wednesday to
talk with The Herald on three
occasions but deferred the con-
"I'm tired, and Iwant to get
something to eat. I just got back
from work," she said.
In late 2005, Michaels and an
associate talked to a San Diego
sports agent about forming the
agency, according toa source with
direct knowledge of the conversa-
tion. The agency, New Era Sports
&. Entertainment, was incorpo-
rated in November, according to
California public records. The
some of his other clients listed as
being represented by the fledgling
agent, David Caravan tes, had
firm.
"I don't want to talk," Griffin
said. When asked who owns the
home, she closed her eyes, sighed
and again declined to discuss the
matter.
On Thursday, Denise Griffin,
Bush's mother, declined to com-
ment when asked about the mat-
ter by a Miami Herald reporter.
The next day, moving trucks
were at the home where Bush's
relatives resided during much of
the 2005 football season, when
Bush was playing for Southern
California.
ofApple and Luther streetswas
purchased by Michael Michaels,
owner.
Documents reviewed by The
Miami Herald show that the
$757,000 house at the corner
concrete.
SPRING VALLEY, Calif. -Theproof that Heisman Trophy win-
ner Reggie Bush's family resided
at a SpringValley home during
Bush's junior season is etched in
As the former University of
Southern California running
back prepares to become the
likely No. 1 overallpick in the
NFL Draft on Saturday, questions
persist about whether NCAA
rules were violated because of
ties between his relatives and the
The family lived there until
Thursday, when a reporter from
The Miami Herald came to
ask about the ownership of the
home. On Friday, moving trucks
showed up to take the family's
belongings.
Scrawled in all-capital letters
on the driveway of the home in
this suburban community just
southeast ofSan Diego is the
"THE GRIFFIN'S ' 05." Thatrefers to Bush's mother, Denise
Griffin, stepfather LaMar Griffin
and younger half-brother.
client. Michaels has notreturned
numerous calls from The Miami
Herald.
a marketingand contract agency
that would feature Bush as a
prominent Indian tribe in the
San Diego area. Two sources said
Michaels was planning to form
a member and employeeof a
investigation.
the NCAA said it is likely the
organization also will conduct an
Pac-10 spokesman Jim Mul-
doon toldThe Associated Press
on Sunday that an investigation
will be held. A source within
Afterbeing contacted by The
Miami Herald, Southern Califor-
nia said the school was forward-
ing the matterto the Pacific-10
Conference for investigation.
The connection between Mi-
chaels and the Griffins and how
they came to live in the home
could constitute a violation of
NCAA eligibilityrules for Bush
and Southern California, which
came within 19 seconds ofwin-
ning a third consecutive national
championship in January.
on this report," Trojans athletic
directorMike Garrett said in a
statementreleased by the school
Friday. "We have asked the Pac-10
to look into this."
• "Rather than jumping to con-clusions, we need to determine
the facts before commenting
As far back as November, Mi-
chaels and associate Lloyd "Tata"
Lake had told a source that Bush
was expected to be NewEra's lead
public records
subdivision is at least $2,500 a
month, although the mortgage
payment on the home Michaels
purchased could be significantly
higher. LaMar Griffin works in
security at a public high school
in San Diego. Denise Griffin has
worked as a corrections officer
and deputy sheriff. The Griffins
previously lived inan apartment
in SpringValley before moving
into the home, according to
this situation."
OnThursday, Day said:
"There are many tribe members
with businesses outside the tribe
We are completely unaware of
whatever Michael has done in
night.
Adam Day. Michaels also was not
at his El Cajon home Thursday
He did not return messages
left for him on his work phone
and with Sycuan spokesman
show.
Development Corporation. Mi-
chaels took out a first mortgage
of $600,000 on the home and
subsequent loans of$150,000
and $60,000, property records
Michaels is a member ofthe
Sycuan tribe ofEl Cajon and
works for the SycuanTribal
Commensurate rent in that
family members ofcolleges ath-
letes.
But that might not matter: The
NCAA frowns on any relation-
ships that exist between sports
marketing representatives and
a panoramic view of Sweetwater
Lake has not been answered.
The question of whether the
family paid a fair-market rent for
the 3,002-square foot home with
ineligible for the entire season
That refers to NCAA bylaw
12.3.1,which further state that
"an individual shall be ineligible
ifhe or she (or his or her relatives
or friends) accepts such benefits."
Thus, Bush might have been
is used.)"
financial advisor, runner or any
other person associated with an
agency business. (Benefits include
but are not limited to transporta-
tion, money and gifts,regardless
of the value of the benefit or if it
An NCAA rules guide de-
signed for student-athletes states:
"Nor may your relatives or friends
accept benefits from an agent,
constitute a violation, even if
Bush had no knowledge ofthe
relationship.
According toNCAA guide-
lines, the relationship between
the family and Michaels could
versation each time and has not
returned calls since.
Q&A with Coach Fobbs I'LL HOLLA...
Nlichael V. Stanley
Sports Editor
Recently, Sports Reporter Darrick Ignasiak sat down with new football coach
Lee Fobbs Jr. to speak about the upcoming football season. Fobbs was named the
coach on Dec. 2, 2005.
Darrick Ignasiak: One ofyour players has said that
the practices are fun. How have you made your
same way as I talk. Over the years you are as strong
as the people around you. I think I am just blessed
tohave these guys
If you do not currently have health insurance coverage, or you wish to enroll in the
University health insurance plan rather than retain your current plan, you will not need
to do anything. The cost of the plan will be included in your tuition and fees at a rate
of $229 per semester. The health insurance coverage for the Fall semester begins
August 15, 2006 and extends through January 2, 2007; Spring/Summer semesters
health coverage runs from January 3,2007 through August 15,2007.
Additional university health insurance coverage is available for spouses and/or dependents of
covered students. Students desiring to obtain coverage for spouses and/or dependents will be
assessed additional premiums for the enhanced coverage.
to vourpermanentaddress this summer.
Full University Health Insurance Plan details will be mailed
The Sebastian Health Center staff is available to assist you with any questions regarding the
waiver or enrollment process, or plan benefits. Please call us at 336.334.7880 or email us at
health@ncat.edu.
We look forward to working with you in our continued healthcare partnership.
2006-2007 Health Insurance Program
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Dear Student,
Please read this letter carefully as it describes changes to the University's health insurance
requirements for university students.
You have a choice for vour health insurance covera
• If you already have health insurance coverage, you may apply for a waiver of the
university health insurance plan. The waiver process can be completed on-line at
wmstudentinsurance.com
Beginning Fall 2006, North Carolina A&TState University will require all
Undergraduate Students and Graduate orProfessional Students taking 6 or
more credithours, and all InternationalStudents, to have health insurance
coverage as a condition ofenrollment.
Sincerely,
Linda "Wilson
Linda R. Wilson, Executive Director
Student Health Services
Sebastian Health Center
PLEASE NOTE: YOU WILL BE ENROLLED IN THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN IF
YOU FAIL TO APPROPRIA TELY WAIVE COVERAGE.
